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The Relationship between Architectural History and the Studio:
A survey of staff opinion in the six Scottish schools of architecture

This paper explores the relationship between architectural history and theory teaching and the studio design project. It reports the results of twelve interviews conducted with one studio tutor and one history and theory teacher at each of the six architecture schools in Scotland.

Introduction
As experienced teachers we had begun to question whether architectural history was being integrated into the studio design project which forms the core of architectural learning and teaching. Our approach addressed the following assumptions and issues: architectural history is self-evidently an architectural (as well as an historical) discipline; history can have a deeper role in students’ learning and creativity, but until a means of realising this is found, then it will continue to be regarded by some design tutors as tangential to the studio. The results of the interviews described here provide evidence for and against further integration, what factors might enhance such integration, and the inherent difficulty of describing the relationships and processes involved in creative learning.

Prior to the surveys we prepared a literature review. This was published in Transactions, the online journal of the Centre for Education and the Built Environment in 2007. The literature disclosed the scarcity of research in this field and the failure to fundamentally tackle the issue of integration successfully. We read about forty works of which we cited twenty nine in our published essay. Our selection focused on the last twenty-five years but concentrated on the last ten years, a period when earlier changes in architectural history education were consolidated. The most important publications on this subject have been the studies of Hardy and Teymur. A leading series on this subject is still the essays published by the Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians in 2002 to 2003 subsequent to the Society’s symposium held in 1967 that discussed ‘the methods and content of an architectural history appropriate for future architects’ and where the participating historians ‘scrutinized the interdependence of history and design’. The essays described the history of history education in schools of architecture all over the world. Titles such as ‘History Theory Design: a pedagogy of persuasion’, ‘Architectural History in Schools of Architecture’, ‘Teaching Architectural History in France: A Shifting Institutional
Landscape’ seemed initially promising as did the essays collected by Hardy and Teymur for their book, *Architectural History and the Studio* which included ‘Teaching First Year: What Do They Need to Know?’ and ‘Nothing Will Come of Nothing.’ Disappointingly all these proved to be largely anecdotal accounts or historical or contemporary narratives of educational methods. Almost all of them were short on analysis of learning processes.

To complete the programme of research we also ran a blind trial of a new method to improve student integration of history learning in the fourth year design project in the architecture school at Edinburgh College of Art (ECA). The findings demonstrated that history can be utilised successfully and visibly in the design project. The trial was presented in a series of case studies of students’ work entitled ‘Using History and Theory for Creative Thinking in the Studio’ at the EAAE conference in Belgium in 2006, and will be published in the conference proceedings in due course.

The staff survey discussed here provides more detailed and systematic information than has been available until now. The staff interviewees were asked for suggestions for integrating history in designing. A recurrent theme for history and studio teachers was how the dominance of Modernism and the rise of architectural history post-WWII have distanced the two disciplines. History teaching’s replacement with structuralist theory that focuses on historiographical abstractions, hermeneutics, topoi, etc., is another threat. Traditional history and theory learning is not oppositional to novelty in design but essential to it. History also conveys knowledge and objective ways of thinking—a bedrock upon which fashion styles and the fluctuating uncertainties of contemporary culture can be evaluated: for it is, as Outram says, ‘the knowledge that remains when the theory is discarded.’

Three design tutors did not see the need for the further integration of history, but three believe that its validity demands a more explicit relationship with designing. Only two design tutors were able to explain or define history as having anything more than a general educational value. The survey suggested that one cause of this is the lecture room being seen as the domain of passive learning, while the studio is that of creativity. Most troubling of all is the waste of learning implicit in the findings.

**Who teaches what and where?**

The six design tutors teach a wide range of architectural disciplines including environment, structures, history, landscape design, etc. whereas the six historians stick closely to their own subject areas; only two also teach conservation theory. One school is exceptional—history is not delivered in exclusive courses; there is no architectural historian on the staff, and the (largely) theory courses are co-ordinated by a philosophy graduate with a postgraduate degree in architecture.

Some schools favour integrated courses—for instance, philosophy and urban design are taught in conjunction with the design project. One historian commented that studio staff preferred to have architects who could teach history and he often felt excluded from aspects
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of the programme. However, only one of the six historians does not attend studio crits and reviews. A historian from the school with the greatest number of historians (four full-time staff) was unequivocal about their freedom to attend studio at any time. Only one history tutor (also a design tutor and year leader) accompanied students on study tours abroad, while all six design tutors did so.

Three historians at three different schools felt they had no time to see students individually as the studio tutors do. Only one school teaches architectural history as an independent discipline. The remaining five schools adapt to students’ needs. Two design tutors in these five schools, specifically mentioned choosing sites in their cities for the design projects where history’s relevance was demonstrated through research into the locality, and by contextualising the students’ designs.

HISTORY – RELEVANT TO STUDIO, OR NOT?

While only one history tutor adapted his courses to the studio, four of the six studio tutors said they favoured altering history courses to improve the relevance of history, but neither group attempted to relate the design project to historical material. One design tutor felt relevance was not the issue, rather, ‘it’s about making it richer’ and the only theory tutor argued that ‘historical examples, along with contemporary examples’ are the basis for ‘theoretical positions’.

One historian felt there was no need to make history more relevant, while one design tutor said it might be having a ‘deadening’ effect, reflected in students choosing non-history courses at honours level. Even in schools with strong history teaching, two design tutors argued for stronger relevance, to avoid students’ responding with ‘history is boring’, a view endorsed by one design tutor who said many students say ‘history is bunk’ and that the only interesting history is after the 19th century. Even where history in local sites is relevant, one historian felt his potential to contribute was overlooked.

One studio tutor thought history was undermined by being a ‘caricature of history, a history of dates and styles . . . rather than a critical discipline’. For him, history taught in survey courses inhibited the imaginative engagement essential for studio work. For one design tutor, who also teaches history, the increased output of historical material was difficult to encompass and consequently, he was concerned that the content of his courses was insubstantial.

One major theme was the tension between designing and studying. Almost equal numbers of historians (four) and studio tutors (three) agreed the independence of history from the studio was important so that it was not seen as serving a particular programme or idea. Two design tutors felt history’s potential in the design project was not achieved because of the way it is taught and its confinement to its own discipline. One history lecturer noticed ‘visible’ history learning when material from his lecture on Soane appeared in the design work. All the interviewees agreed that students respond better to Modernism
than to the Renaissance, for example, one historian commented: 'If you’re talking about Neutra . . . it’s history that is still perceived to be sexy'.

The Mackintosh School in Glasgow offered us their student feedback. 82% of the first-year students said history was relevant to their course, increasing to 93% and 90% in the second and third years respectively; with 83% of third years wishing it was yet more relevant. Unfortunately no similar figures are available for other schools of architecture. However, our survey of fourth-year ECA students, carried out in conjunction with this study, suggests they doubt history’s value, though its relevance varies, depending on how quickly they want design results.

**The educational value of history**

In our staff survey, the six history tutors consider design, history and theory, and environment and structures as the learning disciplines of architecture. Five of the six thought design was the core of architectural education, while the sixth valued history above design because it confers ‘skills in research, presentation, writing and critical reflection’.

The six design tutors mentioned history’s value in improving writing and research skills, and one asserted that history could impact on the design project if different strategies were employed but he did not suggest what these should be.

**What role, if any, has history in the studio?**

One historian commented that history’s only positive value was to give students a break from studio, a view expressed, though less sardonically, by two other historians and two design tutors, who felt history is tangential to studio and that its core function should be ‘in the service of design . . . which is architecture’. A history teacher, in a school where history was well received by his design colleagues, commented that it is ‘basically knowledge about all architecture’s [past]’ and that it is ‘. . . not a theoretical science but . . . is based on experience’. He referred also to the negative associations history acquired during the early Modern Movement when, arguably, architecture was plunged into a disorientating amnesia that delayed the emergence of new approaches in architectural historiography in studio learning. Only one other history lecturer, who is an architect and studio teacher, held similar views.

**What do we mean by ‘history’?**

One design tutor noted his dislike of the word ‘history’, arguing that what it really means is ‘to go out into the world’. The six design tutors claimed they refer students to history ‘extremely regularly’, or that up to 50% of their contact with students was about history. However, overall for five of the six history meant the Modern Movement, with only one mentioning the Renaissance.
How do we achieve a role for history in design?

All interviewees were asked what the historian needs to know to teach architecture students. Two design tutors thought the historians should work on a design to know about art, inspiration and to experience what it is like not knowing the solution to a design problem, because every teacher needs to appreciate how their students will use the information they impart. One historian (in a school with a minimal history staff) felt he had no time to attend crits and colleagues’ lectures, whereas the four historians in a school with strong history teaching, rotated tasks such as directors of studies, running recruitment days, and sharing responsibility for the history and theory courses. Four schools employ art historians with a specialism in architectural history to deliver history and theory. One theory lecturer thought this inappropriate while one design tutor thought history’s role would be evident if architects taught the history and theory. We found no evidence that the four art historians had inappropriate knowledge, and three of them emphasised the importance of knowing the design task.

Why does history fail to play a part in design?

Two designers in our survey felt history was ‘labouring’ under ‘historical agendas’, and it inhibited creativity. One school had dropped history courses and taught only theory in humanities seminars (without lectures); and the feedback from students had been ‘extremely positive’. The two schools with the strongest history reported their design tutors were aware and interested in the history taught, despite misgivings about the content or emphases given. Schools with just basic history provision reported a lack of awareness of history content and that some design tutors ‘have no interest in history’. One historian in a different school argued that design tutors’ lack of awareness of what students learn in history was not entirely the tutors’ fault as students can be ‘so blank’ when asked about this. Five history tutors felt that full-time design tutors are aware but that part-time visiting architects were less aware of contemporary history teaching methods.

The value of wider disciplines

We asked the twelve interviewees to prioritise the usefulness of non-historical subjects from a suggested list. Five design tutors specifically favoured contemporary art, followed by philosophy and theory of architecture, then by social/political issues. Two of those five found it difficult to say which was of greater value, some projects such as social housing, might demand inclusion of social and political issues. One design tutor thought the local art resources should be exploited but that choices have to be made.

The six historians came up with almost entirely opposite results: five valued the philosophy and theory of architecture most highly for lectures and seminars; next, with
only a slightly lower score of four in favour, was social/political issues, and only one valued studying contemporary art.

**Improving integration and relevance**

Two design tutors think history does not happen in the studio because students don’t think it can, because they think ‘it’s ancient architecture and has nothing to do with their designs’. Our survey (prior to this staff survey) of our own students suggested four ways of approaching the problem of poorly integrated learning, and we put these to the twelve interviewees. We feel that our fourth suggestion, below, has the greatest potential.

1) **Take history out of the lecture room**

One design tutor said relevance should be tackled by local studies that present the architecture of place and memory; from this, one could then identify dominant past ideologies, such as Modernism. Nearly all the design tutors agreed that site visits are better than classroom teaching.

However, the six historians and theory teachers argued that although experiential learning plays a part in understanding the built environment, it is ‘slow learning’ and cannot deliver the saturation learning that is a core strength of lecture-based courses. One design tutor suggested getting students to ‘go out into the city and produce a document – a portfolio of images/drawings/photos and about 1000 words... on a design work’. Several interviewees specifically mentioned the importance students attach to seeing the historian attending reviews.

One historian described a collaborative, team-teaching experiment where technology, history and design teachers delivered the same classes together but this had proved to be time consuming and was abandoned.

2) **Think across disciplines**

Two historians thought that typological studies would help thinking across disciplines. In one case, where the project was a design for shopping, the historian suggested that the ‘students look at Leeds, and at arcades and covered markets in the Islamic world’. The second historian felt that emphasising social and political content allowed connections to be made, so his Renaissance course ‘is partly theoretical and partly to do with building types’.

Some practical solutions had been tried such as slanting lectures to what’s happening in studio and having history and theory staff assess students’ design diaries, however, modularisation inhibited the flexibility of courses.

One historian worked with the first year co-ordinator, who felt every history lecture should refer to contemporary architecture, while another historian, at a different school, set the architecture and architectural history undergraduates to collaborate in the design of an eighteenth-century French hôtel.
3) Keep the disciplines separate but alter the content and emphases

All the schools we surveyed demonstrated this by encouraging at least one course to back up the studio project, for instance, ‘Urbanism, the development of the city’, was taught in one school to suit developing studio projects in all years.57 One architect teaches his history and theory classes by speaking about history as architects do.58 This approach may be apt for a studio teacher who crosses the disciplines anyway, and who feels that his students do not make such sharp distinctions between the disciplines.

4) Get students to think creatively about history

We would argue that the greatest challenge for the historian is to lead students to find creative solutions in their history learning. One example of this is Patrick Berger’s reuse and conversion of the obsolete 1858 Bastille Railway viaduct in Paris to a shopping precinct and garden promenade. The elevation of the viaduct had originally been conceived in imitation of the traditional brick and stone construction of 16th-century Paris buildings. Retaining this for the shop conversions provided a coherent image upon which he imposed traditional French formal planning; the top of the viaduct became an urban promenade with extending vistas and gardens.59 Berger’s ingenuity reflects the vigorous French tradition of integrating history, theory and practice. Outcomes such as Berger’s are unlikely in Scotland because the national architecture has a controversial historiography and is incomplete. This makes its relationship with present-day practice very difficult to explain to the student. The risk is that history becomes historicism, or is reduced to teaching architects rudimentary research skills in the service of possible future practice.

Returning to our findings: when asked if learning from history could be detected in completed projects, one historian interpreted the question in terms of copying, and he hadn’t really seen any impact, nor did he know exactly how you would detect it.60 Would asking students to relate history and theory to their own project achieve this, we asked? The same interviewee said it would, however, it is how you frame the question that is crucial.61 Another historian reported he would go to the design tutor for advice on how the history should be used in the design.62 One history tutor had invited the design tutor to the students’ history tutorial and he noticed the design tutor had made connections that he would not make.63

Five design tutors thought that students could analyse design issues in historic buildings. However, one disagreed, noting that little connection could be made between their history topic and contemporary architectural concerns.64 One history tutor, who also teaches design, described his school’s method as getting students to build models to 1:50 or 1:25 scale of buildings to understand their context, historical background and from that, ‘to abstract it to produce a stronger form’,65 in order to encourage ‘understanding of place and how that informs modern architecture’.66 Only two design tutors suggested
applying the methods for analysing design to historic buildings, by asking students to render the historical forms into three-dimensional or graphic abstractions. Two history lecturers encouraged students to interpret history creatively and to think constantly about it in terms of designing, arguing for its importance to present-day designing.

Conclusion
This study was an enquiry into the designer’s and the scholar’s mentality and their different contributions to architectural education. The twelve interviewees highlighted the correspondences and disjunctions between the two fields. Four history teachers felt history is undervalued and under-utilised in architectural education, although only two historians encouraged students to think creatively about history as a source for more subtle and wider frames of reference in problem solving. Overall, the language to describe such a process is limited, subliminal or is unrecognised.

All six studio tutors expressed commitment to history but their answers were either superficial platitudes, policy statements, too general, or evasive in ways that suggest a deeper ambivalence. The general educational value of history teaching and assessment was universally agreed, but whether this is sufficient to guarantee history’s continued role in design schools is less clear.

Our literature survey found Columbia University was typical of many schools that attempt to overcome the problem by favouring architects to teach history and theory. It was evident from our reading, and from our own questionnaires, this does not solve the problem of integrating history into design. Our study suggests that the teachers’ disciplines are much less important than their educational aims and the skillfulness of their teaching. Another factor is the overemphasis on Modernism and this suggested that the history taught by architecture tutors is conditioned by their own educational background (largely in Modernism) and their dominant concern with the design project. Whereas, history taught by the historian might be wider, more inclusive and recontextualise the orthodoxies, such as Modernism (that is itself now, quite ancient, history).

The question is not whether history should play a more active role in designing but how it can do so. This survey has shown that there is a willingness to improve history’s relevance. This requires guiding students to the interpretation of history for designing, otherwise, history and theory will remain tangential to the design project. The challenge is to find a way of making that relationship explicit, viable, teachable and, ultimately, of worth to the architectural student, and to do this without losing history’s intrinsic value.
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